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I. INTRODUCTION 36
Control over ferroelectric domain structure and switching is necessary for successful 37 implementation of technologically important ferroelectric based devices. For instance, 38 ferroelectric random-access memory requires reliable and high frequency polarization 39 switching, a process ultimately governed by domain kinetics [1] . Other devices, such as 40 periodically poled ferroelectrics for nonlinear optical frequency conversion [2] and 41 ferroelectric photovoltaics using domain walls for current generation and several conflicting theories describing induced behavior have been presented [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . 51 Matsumoto and Okamoto observed a 180° in-plane domain pattern transform into a 90° in-52 plane nanostripe domain structure in a BaTiO3 (BTO) focused ion beam (FIB) sample. Phase 53 field simulations and polarization analysis suggest the presence of an anisotropic in-plane 54 electric field. The authors propose the induced field was generated either from the anisotropic 55 conduction of BTO or anisotropic electrical boundary conditions [11] . Ahluwalia et al. 56 observed domain reconfiguration in BTO nanodots and explained the behavior based on 57 negative sample charging; however, the mechanism for negative charging was not 58
identified [12] . In each of these studies, TEM image contrast revealed ferroelastic domains, 59
and the ferroelectric polarization vector associated with each imaged domain could not be 60 Prior to TEM sample preparation, the bulk RKTP crystal was exposed to a molten salt etch 101 which preferentially attacks the c -face (c -domains correspond to domains switched during 102 periodic poling) [33, 34] . Owing to the surface etch, each c -domain is associated with a 103 surface dimple. As shown in Fig. 1 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 115

A. Transmission Electron Microscope Observations 116
The role of electrical boundary conditions was investigated by comparing the behavior 117 of electrically-grounded lamellae on lacy carbon support films with that of electrically-118 isolated lamellae attached to supporting Cu posts. For the samples on lacy carbon, more than 119 50% of the 5×20 μm face was in contact with the conductive carbon support [ Fig. 1 
B. Positive Charging Analysis 201
All observed domain behavior can be explained by positive sample charging (Fig. 4) . The electron irradiation is modeled by changing the charge of atoms to simulate the 287 induced electric fields shown in Fig. 4 . The instantaneous local polarization, P u ( ), for each 288 unit cell (uc) is calculated with 289
where Vu is the volume of a unit cell, 
